WHY
DO WE
CHOOSE
stainless
steel?
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Compatibility

Safety and Water Quality

Whilst the majority of Stonearth taps and

Stainless steel is free from heavy metals like

shower products are compatible, care should

lead, nickel and tin – making it toxic free and

be taken on product selection in terms of sizes

safer for the whole family.

It simply looks
better than chrome!
The Stonearth range of toxic-free stainless steel
taps, showers and bathroom accessories have

and suitable water pressure prior to ordering
to avoid installation issues. Suitable minimum

Many taps on the market contain toxic

water pressure for all taps and shower

elements that leach into the household water

products have been indicated in the product

supply, and pose a serious health hazard. This

information.

is why stainless steel is so widely used in the

been picked by our designer as the matt finish
and the tactile feel of the stainless taps really
complement our designs. They’re the perfect
finishing touch!

food industry.

S L AT E

Durability

No Peeling Coating

Stainless steel is resistant to acid, alkali and

Unlike other taps on the market which are

corrosion, and because it is solid throughout the

coated with a thin layer of chrome and nickel,

natural stain resistance and corrosion resistant

our stainless steel taps are solid stainless

properties will last and last.

steel throughout, so there is no coating to
damage and their quality sheen will not be

Taps that have plating rely on a coating which will

compromised.

deteriorate or chip over time – these taps and
accessories don’t even come close to stainless

Our Stainless steel taps are naturally stain

steel’s usage life of over 50 years!

resistant, and there are no pores or cracks to
harbor dirt, grime or bacteria neither.
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